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Abstract

In this paper an algorithm and architecture for computing the eigenvalue decomposition
(EVD) of a symmetric matrix is presented. The EVD is computed using a Jacobi-type
method, where the angle of the rotations is approximated by an angle �k, corresponding to
an orthonormal�{rotation. These orthonormal�{rotations are based on the idea of CORDIC
and share the property that performing the rotation requires a minimal number of shift{add
operations. We present various methods of construction for such orthonormal �{rotations
of increasing complexity. Moreover, the computations to determine which angle �k to use
in the approximation of the optimal angle, can itself be expressed purely in orthonormal
�{rotations on the matrix data. The complexity of the used type of orthonormal �{rotation
decreases during the diagonalization of the matrix. A signi�cant reduction of the number of
required shift{add operations is achieved.

All types of fast, orthonormal �{rotations (and the computation to determine the optimal
angle) can be implemented as a cascade of only four basic types of shift{add stages. These
stages can be executed on a modi�ed sequential oating-point CORDIC architecture, making
the presented algorithm highly suited for VLSI{implementation.

Keywords. Eigenvalue decomposition (EVD), Jacobi method, approximate rotations, or-
thonormal �{rotations, oating-point CORDIC architecture.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The EVD of a n� n symmetric matrix A is de�ned as

A = Q
T�Q ;

where Q is an orthogonal matrix (QT
Q = I) and � = diag[�1; : : : ; �n] is a diagonal matrix

containing the eigenvalues �i of A. Computing the EVD of a symmetric matrix is a frequently
encountered problem in a great number of scienti�c applications, e.g. signal processing [1, 2, 3].
In order to meet the real time requirements present in many of these applications, it is often
necessary to compute the EVD on a parallel architecture.

The method of choice for the fast parallel computation of the EVD is the Jacobi method,
since it o�ers a signi�cantly higher degree of parallelism than the respective QR{method [4, 5].
One sweep of a cyclic Jacobi method (consisting of n(n � 1)=2 rotation evaluations and their
application to the matrix) can be implemented on an upper triangular array of processors with
nearest neighbour interconnections in O(n) time [4, 6]. Usually, O(log2 n) sweeps are required
[4]. Besides this suitability for a parallel implementation the Jacobi method o�ers a higher
numerical accuracy than the QR{method [7].

The complexity of parallel or sequential implementations is mainly determined by the com-
plexity of the rotation evaluation (angle computation) and application. Therefore, di�erent
strategies for modifying the rotations have been presented:
{ M1: approximate rotations [6, 8],
{ M2: factorized rotations [9, 10, 11] ,
{ M3: CORDIC [5, 12],
{ M4: Combination of the modi�cations M1{M3:

{ M1+M2: factorized approximate rotations [13, 14]
{ M1+M3: CORDIC{like approximate rotations (orthonormal �{rotations) [15, 14]

Which of these modi�ed schemes yields the most e�cient parallel implementation depends
on the particular parallel architecture. With respect to an VLSI{architecture a CORDIC{
like method is favourable, whereby using CORDIC{like approximate rotations is advantageous
compared to the use of the original (exact) CORDIC [15].

In this paper an algorithm for computing the EVD of a symmetric matrix by a Jacobi{type
method is presented. The algorithm employs di�erent types of simple orthonormal �{rotations.
These orthonormal �{rotations realize approximate rotations (i.e. the o�{diagonal element is
only reduced instead of annihilated as by an exact rotation). The complexity and cost (number of
required shift{add operations) of the di�erent orthonormal �{rotations decreases as the rotation
angle decreases. Since the required rotation angle decreases during the course of the Jacobi
method, the type of orthonormal �{rotation used during the course of the algorithm becomes less
complex, i.e., the type of orthonormal �{rotation is adapted to the stage of the diagonalization.
Furthermore, it is also possible to adapt the accuracy of the rotation by increasing the number of
orthonormal �{rotations used in the approximation of the angle in order to regain the quadratic
convergence of the exact Jacobi method [15, 16]. The presented algorithm is highly suited
for a dedicated (parallel) VLSI architecture. For that purpose an elementary CORDIC{like
architecture is presented. The di�erent types of orthonormal �{rotations can be realized by a
cascade of these elementary building blocks.

In section 2 we review the cyclic Jacobi algorithm for computing the EVD of a symmetric
matrix and describe the idea of using approximate rotations. Section 3 gives the basic de�nition
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of fast, orthonormal �{rotations and presents several methods for unscaled orthonormal �{
rotations (method I; II; III), or for �{rotations (method IV ) requiring extra scaling iterations
to make them orthonormal. The methods I{III are obtained by truncating the Taylor expansions
of the sine{cosine with varying accuracy. Method IV is derived from the double rotation method
presented in [17]. It is also shown how to construct a set A of approximation angles using the
above methods, and how to select the optimal approximation angle from this set. The optimal
approximate angle is the one which e�ects in the greatest reduction of the o�-diagonal matrix
entry. The computation for selecting the optimal approximate angle can also be expressed
in terms of �{rotations. In section 4 it is demonstrated how the used type of orthonormal
�{rotation is automatically adapted during the course of the Jacobi method. The resulting
reduction of the required number of shift{add operations per sweep is shown. Furthermore, in
order to reduce the o�{chip communication overhead the convergence speed of the algorithm
can be steered by adaptively varying the number of �{rotations used in the approximation of the
rotation (i.e. the accuracy of the approximation). Section 5 presents a oating point architecture
which comprises four types of elementary shift{add operations. All orthonormal �{rotations are
realized as a cascade of such elementary operations, executed in sequence on this architecture.
Section 6 concludes the paper.

2 JACOBI'S METHOD

With respect to a regular (sequential or parallel) implementation of Jacobi's method for com-
puting the EVD of a symmetric matrix a cyclic Jacobi method is used [4].

2.1 Cyclic Jacobi method

The cyclic{by{row Jacobi method computes the EVD of a n�n symmetric matrix by applying a
sequence of orthonormal rotations to the left and right ofA, as shown in the following algorithm:

h := 1 ; A(1) :=A

for s := 1 to number of sweeps
for p := 1 to n � 1

for q := p+ 1 to n

A
(h+1) := Jpq(�h)A

(h)
J
T
pq(�h)

h := h+ 1
end

end

end

where Jpq(�) is an orthonormal plane rotation over the angle � in the (p; q) plane, and de�ned
by (cos �;� sin �; sin �; cos �) in the (pp; pq; qp; qq) positions of the n� n identity matrix.

The index pairs are choosen in the cyclic{by{row manner

(p; q) = (1; 2)(1; 3) : : :(1; n)(2; 3) : : :(2; n) : : :(n� 1; n) : (1)

The execution of all N = n(n� 1)=2 index pairs (p; q) according to (1) is called a sweep. Since
the matrices A(h) remain symmetric for all h, it is su�cient to work with the upper triangular
part of the matrix throughout the algorithm.
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De�ning the o�{diagonal quantity S(h) by

S(h) =

vuut1

2

"A(h)
2
F
�

nX
i=1

�
a
(h)
ii

�2#
; (2)

where k � kF denotes the Frobenius norm, the execution of a similarity transformation A(h+1) =
Jpq(�h)A

(h)
J
T

pq(�h) yields [18]:

h
S(h+1)

i2
=
h
S(h)

i2 � ��
a(h)pq

�2 � �
a(h+1)pq

�2�
: (3)

Obviously, a reduction of S(h) is obtained if ja(h+1)pq j < ja(h)pq j. This reduction is maximal if
a(h+1)pq = 0. Therefore,

lim
h!1

S(h) ! 0 , lim
h!1

A
(h) ! diag[�1; : : : ; �n] : (4)

Without loss of generality we will drop the index h and only consider the 2 � 2 symmetric
EVD subproblem

"
a0pp a0pq
a0pq a0qq

#
=

"
cos � � sin �
sin � cos �

# "
app apq
apq aqq

# "
cos � � sin �
sin � cos �

#T
(5)

in the sequel. Thus, a0pq is given by

a0pq =
1

2
[(2apq) cos2� � (aqq � app) sin 2�] : (6)

Solving a0pq = 0 one obtains the optimal angle of rotation �opt, for which maximal reduction of
S (i.e. a0pq = 0) is achieved:

�opt =
1

2
arctan(�) ; (7)

where � = 2apq
aqq�app

, and where the range of �opt is limited to j�optj � �

4
.

2.2 Approximate rotations

Using approximate rotations enables the reduction of the complexity of the vectorization and
the rotation mode [6, 8, 13]. For a reduction of the o�{diagonal quantity S it is not necessary
to meet a0pq = 0, but it is su�cient, when using an approximate angle �app, that���a0pq��� = jdj � japqj with 0 � jdj < 1 ; (8)

where the reduction d is a function of the approximate angle �app and the matrix data, given by:

d(�app; �) = cos 2�app � 1

�
sin 2�app : (9)

This is the basis for the design of approximate rotations, i.e. rotations that meet (8).
The approach used is to construct a set F = fF 0;F�1; : : :g of fast orthonormal �{rotations,

where F k implements the rotation over an angle �k in a minimal number of shift{add operations.
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The angles �k form the ordered set of approximation angles A = f�0; ��1; : : :g. Both angle �k

and orthonormal �{rotation F k are selected by the integer angle index k, satisfying k � 0. In
section 3, we will present methods to construct such fast orthonormal �{rotations and how to
determine the optimal angle index k.

Using approximate rotations must be paid by an increase in the number of required sweeps.
It has been shown in [8, 13, 15], however, that the overall cost, in terms of shift{add operations,
obtained for the Jacobi method using approximate rotations is signi�cantly lower than for the
Jacobi method using exact rotations.

3 METHODS FOR ORTHONORMAL ROTATIONS

We de�ne the close-to-orthonormal �{rotation F as given by the 2� 2 rotation matrix

F =

"
ĉ ��ŝ
�ŝ ĉ

#
= m̂ � J(�) (10)

with m̂ being the scaling factor of the matrix, given by

m̂ =
p
ĉ2 + ŝ2 = 1 + " : (11)

The ĉ; ŝ are pairwise approximations of a sine/cosine pair, satisfying 0 � ĉ; ŝ � 1, and chosen
such that

1. the multiplication with ĉ and ŝ is cheap to compute, or that the combined evaluation
of the rotation has a cheap implementation, basically only a small number of shift{add
operations.

2. the error in scaling " is smaller than the required accuracy. When this is the case, the
e�ect of the error in the scaling (orthonormality) is overshadowed by the rounding error in
the computation. Hence the term \close-to-orthonormal" applies for this type of rotations.

The angle of rotation � = � � � is determined by the direction of rotation � 2 f�1;+1g,
signifying clockwise or counterclockwise rotation, and by the absolute angle of rotation �, with
� < �=2, which is �xed through the choice of the ĉ; ŝ pair as:

� = arctan(
ŝ

ĉ
) (12)

We have at our disposal a number of methods to systematically arrive at ĉ; ŝ pairs of varying
accuracy and for varying angles of rotation (= varying angle index k). We will present two
classes of methods for orthonormal �{rotations, and select four methods from these, taking into
account the cost involved for performing such rotations.

3.1 Unscaled orthonormal �{rotations

The simplest of the methods is the method I rotation, which is the same as the CORDIC
�{rotation, with

ĉ = 1
ŝ = 2k

m̂ = (1 + 22k)
1
2

(13)
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where k, with k � 0 and integer, is the angle index. The smaller the value of k, the smaller the
angle, and the more the scaling factor m̂ approaches unity.

For (oating-point) computation, with the mantissa size nm, the maximum round-o� error
is equal to 1

2
2�nm = 2�(nm+1).

Hence we de�ne the working limit GI for the angle index such that if k � GI then m̂ satis�es:

1� 2�(nm+1) < m̂ < 1 + 2�(nm+1) (14)

and the scaling e�ect of the rotation can be neglected. Solving (14) for the working limit GI by
substituting the actual value of m̂ of equation (13) in (14) yields:

GI =

��nm
2

�
(15)

For example, for nm = 32, we can use this method I for k = �16; : : : ;�32 without scaling.
The more accurate method II rotations are given by

ĉ = 1� 22k�1

ŝ = 2k

m̂ = (1 + 24k�2)
1
2

(16)

while the even more accurate method III rotations are given by

ĉ = 1� 22k�1

ŝ = 2k � 23k�3

m̂ = (1 + 26k�6)
1
2

(17)

These methods have working limits GII and GIII, respectively, derived in a similar manner to
GI :

GII =

��nm + 2

4

�

GIII =

��nm + 6

6

�
;

(18)

i.e., for nm = 32 we can use method II for k � 8 and method III for k < 4 without scaling.
As each of the previous three methods is limited to a certain working limit, new methods

must be developed for more and more accurate rotations. An alternative is to use a �xed method
of given accuracy and apply additional scaling iterations to achieve the required accuracy.

3.2 Orthonormal �{rotations with extra scaling

The rotation used is a double rotation of method I , rotating twice over an angle de�ned by the
angle index of k � 1, resulting in:

ĉ = (1)2� (2k�1)2 = 1� 22k�2

ŝ = 2(2k�1) = 2k

m̂ =
p
1 + 22(k�1)

2
= 1 + 22(k�1)

(19)

Note that the scaling is no longer a square root function. We exploit this fact in the following
fast converging scaling sequence.
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We de�ne the additional scaling Km =
mQ
i=0

�i, where m � 0 is the number of scaling steps �i.

The scaling steps are given by

�0 = 1
�1 = (1� 22(k�1))

�i = (1 + 22
i(k�1)) for i � 2

(20)

Hence the method IV scaled orthonormal �{rotation is given by ĉ, ŝ of (19) and the scaling
procedure according to (20). Therefore, we have KmF = Kmm̂J(�) and the number of scaling
steps m must be determined such that 1 � 2�(nm+1) < Kmm̂ < 1 + 2�(nm+1), i.e. the scaling
e�ect can again be neglected for the mantissa size nm. With m̂ of (19) and the scaling recursion
(20) one obtains

m̂Km = (1 + 22(k�1))(1� 22(k�1))(1 + 24(k�1))(1 + 28(k�1)) � � �(1 + 22
m(k�1))

= 1� 22
(m+1)(k�1) (21)

As for the unscaled methods, we can now derive the working limit GIV , which is a function
of both the accuracy nm and the number of scaling steps m, as being:

GIV =

��(nm + 1)

2(m+1)

�
(22)

In a similar way, we can compute the dual form, which is the limit M , being the minimum
number of scaling steps m necessary to reach the required accuracy. Without proof, we state
that the limit M is given by

M =

�
log2

��(nm + 1)

k � 1

��
(23)

Using this rotation method, and taking the minimum number of scaling steps necessary, as
dictated by M , we can provide orthonormal �{rotations for rotating over large angles and for
high accuracy. Note that the rotation itself costs 4 shift{add operations, or two pairs of shift{
add operations, while the scaling costs M pairs of shift{add operations. In general, we can say
that the cost of method IV is given by 2 � (2 +M) shift{add operations.

For example: for nm = 32, we can construct the rotation for k = �2, with the minimum
number of scaling steps, m = M = 3, as

F�2(�) = (1� 2�6)(1 + 2�12)(1 + 2�24)

"
1� 2�6 ��(2�2)
�(2�2) 1� 2�6

#
: (24)

3.3 Constructing the set of �{rotations

The ordered set of approximation angles A, for a given accuracy nm, is constructed using the
aforementioned methods. For nm = 32 table 1 shows when to select which method, depending on
the value of the angle index k, as well as the angle, and the cost for rotation and possible scaling.
The orthonormal �{rotations are chosen such that they satisfy the accuracy condition (14) using
the cheapest possible method.
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angle
index

method angle cost
(shift-add
operations)

k �k rot. scl.

0 IV 0:92730 4 10
�1 IV 0:48996 4 8
�2 IV 0:24871 4 6
�3 IV 0:12484 4 6
�4 IV 6:24797 10�2 4 4
�5 III 3:12513 10�2 6 0
�6 III 1:56252 10�2 6 0
�7 III 7:81252 10�3 6 0
�8 II 3:90626 10�3 4 0
�9 II 1:95313 10�3 4 0
�10 II 9:76563 10�4 4 0
�11 II 4:88281 10�4 4 0
�12 II 2:44141 10�4 4 0
�13 II 1:22070 10�4 4 0
�14 II 6:10352 10�5 4 0
�15 II 3:05176 10�5 4 0
�16 I 1:52588 10�5 2 0
�17 I 7:62939 10�6 2 0
�18 I 3:81470 10�6 2 0
�19 I 1:90735 10�6 2 0
�20 I 9:53674 10�7 2 0
�21 I 4:76837 10�7 2 0
�22 I 2:38419 10�7 2 0
�23 I 1:19209 10�7 2 0
�24 I 5:96046 10�8 2 0
�25 I 2:98023 10�8 2 0
�26 I 1:49012 10�8 2 0
�27 I 7:45058 10�9 2 0
�28 I 3:72529 10�9 2 0
�29 I 1:86265 10�9 2 0
�30 I 9:31323 10�10 2 0
�31 I 4:65661 10�10 2 0
�32 I 2:32831 10�10 2 0

Table 1: The set A of �{rotations for 32-bit accuracy, showing the method used, the angle and
the cost of rotation and scaling.
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3.4 Determining the optimal approximate rotation

The crucial point for approximate rotations is to �nd the approximate angle �app = � ��k, where
� 2 f�1;+1g is the direction of the rotation and the angle �k 2 A, with the angle index k, is
chosen such that jd(�app; �)j is minimal.

The direction of rotation � follows from the sign of the optimal angle �opt, and is given by:

� = sign(�) = sign(apq) � sign(aqq � app) (25)

In order to determine the angle index k, we introduce the working domain limits gk, and
de�ne the condition for choosing the angle �k as being

gk�1 < j� j � gk (26)

where gk is determined such that, when � satis�es (26), then jd(� ��k; �)j is minimal over the set
of angles A. Note, that minimizing jd(� � �k; �)j is equivalent to choosing the angle �k(= �app)
which is closest to the optimal angle �opt. The limit gk follows from the solution of

d(�k; gk) = �d(�k+1; gk) ; (27)

i.e. the point in the domain j� j where �k and �k+1 lead to the same reduction of the o�{diagonal
element. The solution of (27) yields

gk = tan(�k + �k+1) = tank ; (28)

where k = �k + �k+1 is the working limit in the angle domain.
In [15], for this particular set of approximative angles, and through the use of oating-point

arithmetic the search is narrowed down to check which of three consecutive angles gives the
maximal reduction (minimal jdj). Here we show that this selection can also be executed by
using �{rotations.

Construct the vector v given by

v =

"
vx
vy

#
=

"
aqq � app
2apq

#
: (29)

The angle between v and the x-axis is equal to the required arctan(�) = 2�opt. To test whether
j� j is greater or smaller than the limit gk is equivalent to checking whether this angle is resp.
greater or smaller in absolute value to the limit angle k.

Hence we rotate v over the angle �� � k = �� � (�k + �k+1), to obtain v0 = [v0x v
0

y]
T (see

Figure 1). When the y-component v0y is of the same sign as vy, then the angle between v and
the x-axis is larger than k, and we will select �k+1 as the approximate angle. If, however, v0y
is of opposite sign to vy, then the angle is smaller, and we select �k. The rotation over �� � k
is performed as two consecutive rotations over �k and �k+1, implemented as fast orthonormal
�{rotations

v0 = J(��k) � v = F k+1(��) �F k(��) � v (30)

Obviously, for our example in Figure 1 we have to use �k since vy > 0 and v0y < 0 holds.
The search for the optimal angle �k 2 A, which e�ects in the greatest reduction of the o�{

diagonal element apq , can be narrowed to a check of three consecutive angles. This can simply
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be achieved by looking at the exponents of [vx; vy]. We obtain an estimate for the optimal
angle index kopt as follows: k = exp(vy) � exp(vx) (if k > 0 set k = 0), where exp(f) denotes
the exponent of the oating point number f . Based on this estimate the optimal angle index
kopt 2 fk � 1; k; k + 1g can be determined. This is illustrated in Figure 2. The domains of
possible values for vx and vy are indicated by black bars on the vx and vy axis, respectively.
This domain is determined by the mantissas (1=2 � man(vx) < 1; 1=2 � man(vy) < 1) which
were not taken into consideration by determing the estimate k for the optimal angle index kopt.
These domains of the matissa describe a rectangle in the (vx; vy)-plane. It is easy to show that
this rectangle covers at most three possible rotation angles, i.e., �app 2 f�k�1; �k; �k+1g.

Now the method described above (Figure 1) can be adapted to test which one of the three
consecutive angles to use. For this we compute v0 and v00 according to

v0 = J(��k) � v = F k+1(��) � F k(��) � v
v00 = J(��k�1) � v = F k�1(��) �F k(��) � v (31)

and choose the correct angle of rotation, using the selection tree, based on the resulting signs of
v0y; v

00

y

�k+1 if sign(vy) = sign(v0y)
�k�1 if sign(vy) 6= sign(v00y )
�k otherwise

(32)

If the intermediate results of the rotations are re-used, this selection mechanism costs at most
three orthonormal �{rotations (note that this selection can also be executed by unscaled �{
rotations). For our example in Figure 2 we obtain vy > 0; v0y < 0; v00y > 0, such that �k is the
optimal approximate angle �app.

The resulting total reduction jd(�; �app)j, using the above method for determining the appro-
ximate angle is shown in �gure 3 for the set of angles A with 32-bit accuracy.
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Figure 1: Seperation of consecutive angles �k and �k+1.
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Figure 2: Determination of optimal approximate angle.
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4 PERFORMANCE OF THE ALGORITHM

A random symmetric matrix A of dimension 20� 20 is used to illustrate the performance of the
algorithm. We assume a wordlength of 32 bit for all our implementations. The Jacobi method
is terminated if the o�{diagonal norm is smaller than 10�8 � kAkF .

In Figure 4 the reduction of the o�{diagonal norm vs. the sweeps is shown. Obviously, using
only one orthonormal �{rotation for approximating the rotation shows no ultimate quadratic
convergence (solid line) as does the Jacobi method with exact rotations (dash{dotted line). As
shown in [15] the quadratic convergence of the Jacobi method can be regained by adapting
(increasing) the number of orthonormal �{rotations executed per plane rotation Jpq . Executing
r � 1 orthonormal �{rotations per plane rotation, increases the accuracy of the approximate
rotation. Therefore, the conditions for quadratic convergence [13, 15] are met as the diagonaliza-
tion advances. Here, the Jacobi method is executed with an adaptive number r of orthonormal
�{rotations per plane rotation (dashed line), where r = bjkmeanj=10c and kmean is the mean
value of the angle indices used in the previous sweep (r = 1 in the �rst sweep).

In Figure 5 the required number of shift{add operations per sweep is shown. The Jacobi
method using the original (exact) CORDIC requires a constant number of shift{add operations
per sweep, since each rotation requires a constant number of shift{add operations (for a 32 bit
CORDIC 80 shift{add operations per rotation: 64 for the �{rotations plus 16 for the scaling of
both vector components). The use of approximate rotations, i.e., one orthonormal �{rotation per
plane rotation reduces the number of shift{add operations per sweep signi�cantly. Furthermore,
the nature of the Jacobi method guarantees that the less complex �{rotation methods are used
as the matrix becomes more and more diagonally dominant during the course of the algorithm ,
i.e. ultimately only method I (the least complex method) is required. Therefore, the number of
required shift{add operations per sweep reduces during the course of the Jacobi method (solid
line). Since the quadratic convergence is lost this must be paid by a greater number of sweeps.

However, this trade{o� between number of sweeps and computational cost (number of shift{
add operations) works in favour of the approximate rotation scheme. Table 2 shows the total
number of sweeps and the total number of shift{add operations required for computing the
EVD of the matrix. Figure 6 shows the reduction of the o�{diagonal norm vs. the shift{add
operations. Obviously, the Jacobi methods using approximate rotations obtain the reduction
of the o�{diagonal norm with signi�cantly less computational cost, i.e., the overall reduction
per shift{add operation is signi�cantly better for the approximate rotations than for the exact
rotations. Note, that the exact method actually reduces the o�{diagonal norm to O(10�15),
although the stopping criteria is 10�8 �kAkF . This is due to the fast reduction of the o�{diagonal
norm when quadratic convergence of the algorithm is reached. Therefore, the Jacobi method
with exact rotations actually requires 7 sweeps and 912000 shift{add operations (Figures 4 and
6 are only shown for the actual stopping criteria).

The adaptive scheme works as well as the simple r = 1 scheme. When working on a parallel
array of processors, the o�-chip communication becomes a function of the number of sweeps.
In this case it is advantageous to use the adaptive scheme, with less sweeps, as it reduces the
o�{chip communication.
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Method exact r = 1 r adaptive

# of sweeps 7 12 9

total # of shift{add 912000 101280 105120

Table 2: Total number of sweeps and total number of shift{add operations.
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mating the exact rotation (dashed)).
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5 REALIZATION OF ORTHONORMAL �{ROTATIONS

Four basic types of shift{add stages, shown in �gure 7a are su�cient to implement any kind of
fast rotation. "

x0

y0

#
= F k(�) �

"
x
y

#
(33)

Each stage implements a pair of shift-add operations. In turn, these four types of stages are
combined in the uni�ed stage, as shown in �gure 7b, which forms the basis of the fast orthonormal
�{rotation architecture.

Method III is used for illustrating the architecture design. Writing out (33) for the ortho-
normal �{rotation of method III yields:

x0 = x� �(y � 2k)� (x � 22k�1) + �(y � 23k�3)
y0 = y + �(x � 2k)� (y � 22k�1)� �(x � 23k�3) (34)

The rotation of (34) is realized as a cascade of simple stages, as shown in �gure 8c. The
sequence of shifted values of x, being fx�2k; x�22k�1; x�23k�3g, are computed through consecutive
shifts over k; k�1 and k�2 positions. The same is done for the shifted values of y. Intermediate
shifted results are stored in auxiliary variables xa; ya.

Similar sequences exist for the other unscaled rotation methods (I, II) as is shown in �gures 8a
and 8b, respectively. The scaled rotation method IV consists of a double rotation, implemented
as two rotation stages, followed by a variable length scaling sequence. This is shown in �gure 8d,
for a scaling sequence of length 3.

5.1 Floating-point realization

The realization of an orthonormal �{rotation of oating-point x; y data over the angle �k is
performed in three stages.

1. oating point preprocessing; alignment of mantissas

2. �xed-point execution of the rotation

3. oating-point postprocessing; renormalisation

We assume a �xed-point datapath to realize the rotation. The x and y summation path each

has their own �xed-point exponent e(dp)x resp. e(dp)y .
The �rst stage is the oating-point pre-processing. From the exponents ex; ey and the angle

index (or angle exponent) k, we compute the exponents e(dp)x ; e(dp)y which are used inside the �xed
point datapath.

e(dp)x = max(ex; ey + k)
e(dp)y = max(ey; ex + k)

(35)

These datapath exponents are chosen such that the �nal and intermediate results do not overow
the �xed-point datapath, while still maintaining full accuracy. Only one extra MSB bit must be
added as a precaution. The mantissas are aligned accordingly before they enter the �xed point
datapath.

m(dp)
x = mx � 2ex�e(dp)x

m(dp)
y = my � 2ey�e(dp)y

(36)
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The second stage is the �xed-point execution of the rotation. Computing in �xed-point
implies that the exponents of the intermediate results remain the same during computation.
Operations are performed on the mantissas only, greatly speeding up operations since expensive
oating-point additions are eliminated. Writing out the rotation in terms of mantissas only, we
arrive at the following equation for �xed-point rotation:

m0

x = ĉ �m(dp)
x � �ŝ � 2� �m(dp)

y

m0

y = ĉ �m(dp)
y + �ŝ � 2�� �m(dp)

x

(37)

where � = e(dp)y � e(dp)x is the di�erence in exponents between the x and y datapath. The above
formula is the basis for the same cascade realizations as in �gure 8. The only di�erence in the
execution of the cascaded stages is that, for the \Rotation" stages only, the kx and ky shifts are
o�set by � resp. ��. This is necessary to align data transferred from the x to the y datapath
resp. from the y to the x datapath. From equations (35) we can prove that � remains bounded
by k � � � �k. This guarantees that only negative shifts (shift right operations) occur during
the computation.

The third and last step is the oating-point post-processing. The results of the �xed-point
computation is paired with the corresponding exponents as (m0

x; e
(dp)
x ) and (m0

y; e
(dp)
y ) and re-

normalised to proper oating-point representation.

5.2 Architecture considerations

Due to the variable length of the di�erent orthonormal �-rotations, a sequential architecture
for the computational core of the processor is highly favourable. The communication between
processors in a parallel system, however, must be capable to handle the variations in computation
time.

As for the computational core itself, the oating-point sequential CORDIC architecture
presented in [19] only needs slight modi�cations to accommodate the functionality of the uni�ed
stage of �gure 7b, making it suitable to perform fast, orthonormal �{rotations, as well as the
normal CORDIC operations.
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6 CONCLUSIONS

In this paper a Jacobi{type algorithm for computing the EVD of a symmetric matrix was
presented. It uses di�erent types of orthonormal �{rotations as approximate rotations. These
orthonormal �{rotations are distinguished by decreasing complexity for decreasing angles of
rotation. The evaluation of the angle index k, which determines the approximate rotation angle
and the used type of orthonormal �{rotation, can also be executed by at most three (unscaled)
�{rotations. Therefore, the entire Jacobi{type method can be performed by the execution of
�{rotations (pairs of shift{add operations, respectively), i.e., it can completely be executed on a
oating point CORDIC-like architecture. Thus, it is highly suitable for a VLSI implementation.

Furthermore, the nature of the Jacobi method (i.e. increasing diagonalization =̂ decreasing
rotation angles) supports the use of di�erent types of orthonormal �{rotations as well as an
adaptation of the accuracy of the approximate rotation, since in both cases the simpler types of
�{rotations are used as the required rotation angle (angle index k) decreases.

Finally, note that the presented methods also apply to the SVD of a rectangular matrix if
the SVD problem is mapped to a symmetric EVD problem with increased dimension [18, 20].
The methods can also be applied to the SVD without this mapping procedure [21] by applying
the approximate rotation scheme to the CORDIC based SVD methods presented in [22, 23].
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